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 .. even the double bass! The rich, warm sound is perfect for orchestral and chamber ensembles. Price:$5.99 Options Options:
Quantity: Additional Info Ableton Orchestral Strings’ line of natural string instruments offer a comprehensive selection of

dynamic and rich stringed instruments. Features solo and ensemble violin, viola, ... even the double bass! The rich, warm sound
is perfect for orchestral and chamber ensembles.1. Field of the Invention The present invention generally relates to a roll-up

door and a method for roll-up door assembly. 2. Description of the Related Art During the construction of a building or other
structure, roll-up doors are commonly used to allow ingress and egress of the building while blocking off areas of the structure

that are to remain closed. For example, a roll-up door can be installed on a doorway to prevent any person who is not authorized
to enter the structure from entering through the doorway. To prevent intruders from entering through the roll-up door, the roll-
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up door typically has a door bar at each side of the door that is normally located flush with the door frame. Thus, when the roll-
up door is closed, the door bar prevents entry of the intruder and closes off the door opening. In addition, when the roll-up door
is open, the door bars allow the roll-up door to be opened and closed without having to reach into the building through the roll-
up door opening. Roll-up doors are well known and include a roll-up curtain having a hollow cylindrical tube for receiving the
roll-up door. The hollow cylindrical tube has an opening through which a cylinder liner of the roll-up door can be inserted. To
prevent the roll-up door from being over-torqued when opening, closing or otherwise manipulating the roll-up door, a stop is
provided at one end of the roll-up door. The stop prevents the cylinder liner from being over-torqued when the roll-up door is

closed. The stop is typically formed of a curved piece of metal having a curved recess. The curved piece of metal is attached to
the cylindrical tube at the end of the roll-up door opposite the end of the cylindrical tube having the opening. The curved piece

of metal is thus positioned to prevent the roll 82157476af
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